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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

We study first-price auction mechanisms for auctioning flow between given nodes in a graph. A first-price auction is any auction in which links on winning paths are paid their bid amount;
the designer has flexibility in specifying remaining details. We assume edges are independent agents with fixed capacities and costs,
and their objective is to maximize their profit. We characterize all
strong  -Nash equilibria of a first-price auction, and show that the
total payment is never significantly more than, and often less than,
the well known dominant strategy Vickrey-Clark-Groves mechanism. We then present a randomized version of the first-price auction for which the equilibrium condition can be relaxed to  -Nash
equilibrium. We next consider a model in which the amount of
demand is uncertain, but its probability distribution is known. For
this model, we show that a simple ex ante first-price auction may
not have any  -Nash equilibria. We then present a modified mechanism with  -parameter bids which does have an  -Nash equilibrium. For a randomized version of this  -parameter mechanism we
characterize the set of all  -Nash equilibria and prove a bound on
the total payment in any  -Nash equilibrium.

In this paper, we study variants of the path auction problem. The
basic problem can be described as follows: We are given a directed
graph  with two distinguished vertices  and  . Each link in the
graph is a self-interested agent whom we assume to be risk-neutral.
All links have capacity , but each link also has a cost that is
known only to the link itself. A customer wants to buy (or more
generally, some integer  ) paths from  to  . For this, she holds an
auction in which each link can bid; the auction should end with the
customer announcing a path, as well as the payments to each link.
The questions we are chiefly concerned with are: (1) What is the
form of bids, and how are the path and payments selected? (2) How
much does the customer end up paying, given that the links have an
informational advantage (the customer does not know the true link
costs)?
Previous work on path auctions has studied the Vickrey-ClarkeGroves (VCG) mechanism [17, 12, 9, 2, 8]. Roughly speaking,
the VCG mechanism pays each edge on a winning path an amount
equal to the highest bid with which it could still have won, all other
bids being unchanged. The VCG mechanism has the attractive
property that each link’s dominant strategy is to bid exactly its cost.
Thus, no bargaining or communication between bidders is required
to stabilize on bids. Also the buyer does end up using the path of
lowest true cost, which can be seen as optimizing social utility.
On the negative side, the VCG mechanism can lead to the customer paying far more than the true cost of the cheapest path. The
tendency to overpay is exaggerated in path auctions (as compared
to simple auctions) because a bonus needs to be paid to every agent
on the path. Thus, the payment to the lowest-cost path may even
greatly exceed the cost of the second-cheapest path. For example,
in Figure 1, VCG selects the bottom path and pays  to it, even
though the alternate path has cost  . Archer and Tardos showed
that a more general class of dominant strategy mechanisms can be
forced to make arbitrarily high overpayments [2]. Their result was
strengthened to hold for every truthful mechanism by Elkind, Sahai
and Steiglitz [8].
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Figure 1: Any  -Nash equilibrium selects the lower path and
pays  while VCG pays  for it.

In this paper, we are interested in finding techniques to rein in
the cost to the consumer, even when the information is completely
asymmetric—the links know the customer’s valuation, but the customer does not know the links’ valuation. If we restrict ourselves
to dominant-strategy mechanisms, we cannot hope to do better than
the VCG mechanism. In this paper, we instead consider variants on
first-price auctions and less restrictive solution concepts. 1
First-price auctions open the possibility of paying less than VCG
auctions, but they do so by sacrificing valuable properties of the
VCG mechanism. In particular, in a first-price auction, a riskneutral edge may have incentive to lie, bidding a price higher than
its cost. Also, in the absence of a dominant strategy, it may be necessary for bidders to communicate and bargain to achieve a stable
set of bids.

1.1 Our Results
We begin by exploring the sets of bids that are stable under a
first-price auction mechanism. The most natural solution concept
is that of a Nash equilibrium. We want to retain the property that
agents can see each others’ bids, so that the bidding could be performed through posted prices. Thus, mixed-strategy equilibria are
not very meaningful for us. Unfortunately, we will not necessarily
have a Nash Equilibrium in pure strategies, as the following simple
example shows. Consider a network of two parallel links, one of
cost 2 and another of cost 1. Also assume that ties are broken deterministically by assigning the flow to the link with cost 2. In this
case, the lower-cost edge would bid less than 2; however, for any
bid    , it could always do better by increasing its bid by a further
  . Hence there is no pure Nash equilibrium in this case.
This motivates us to use the solution concept of  -Nash equilibrium, in which no player can deviate in a way that improves his
payoff by at least  . Unfortunately, there is a drawback to this solution concept as well. In Figure 2, we see that the winning path
may have a price higher than the cost of the best competitor. This
defeats our goal of reducing customer overpayment. We might argue that this solution would not be sustained in practice, since the
edges on the second lowest-cost path are likely to each reduce their
price. This leads us to explore, in Section 3, the concept of a strong
 -Nash equilibrium, in which there is no group of agents who can
deviate in a way that improves the payoff of each member by at
least  . We prove that a strong  -Nash equilibrium always exists for
any 
. We then prove an upper bound on the payment of any
such equilibrium and show that the payment is essentially not more
that of the corresponding VCG payment, and often it is much less
as shown by Figure 1.
Although strong  -Nash equilibria may solve some of the overpayment problem, we cannot guarantee that bidders will reach one.
In particular, in the absence of knowledge about other bidders costs,
neither losing bidder in the example of Figure 2 may be willing to
“blink first” and lower the price. Thus, in Section 4, we present a
modified, randomized, first-price auction that explicitly drives the
first-price auction towards a strong  -Nash equilibrium.
Another drawback of first-price auctions is that, unlike the VCG
mechanism, an edge’s preferred bid may depend on the demand
(e.g., if demand is high, an edge can bid higher and still hope to be
needed). It is unreasonable to expect edges to delay setting prices
until demands are made clear. Thus, in Section 5 we consider a
model in which bidders set prices according to a distribution of
possible demands. We show that, in this model, a simple first-price





1
By “first-price auction” we refer to any auction in which the links
on the winning path (or paths) are paid their bid amount. The designer still has considerable flexibility in designing the details of
the auction mechanism.

auction may not have an  -Nash equilibrium. However, we design a
first-price mechanism involving two-parameter bids that does have
an  -Nash equilibrium. We then sketch a mechanism that combines
this two-parameter mechanism with the randomized mechanism of
Section 4. For this combined mechanism, we can characterize the
set of all  -Nash equilibria, and thereby prove a bound on the total
payment in any  -Nash equilibrium.
In order to maintain continuity, most proofs have been deferred
to the Appendix.
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Figure 2: Costs (left) and Prices (right) in an  -Nash equilibrium. The bottom edge wins and the price is higher than the
cost of the second best path.

1.2 Related Work
Path auctions are an instance of the more general class of combinatorial auctions, in which buyers bid for different collections of
goods. In path auctions, sellers (in our case, graph edges) bid to
attract consumer flow and consumers seek to buy a path of edges
of lowest price between a specified source and destination. Finding
the winners in general combinatorial auctions is NP-hard [17, 1],
for this reason researchers often add restricting assumptions such
as symmetric bidders, etc. Path auctions provide one such simplestructured form of combinatorial auctions, which arises naturally
in network routing and more generally in any problems with an
underlying network structure, such as task allocation to teams of
agents.
Our work is also related to the literature on strong Nash and
strong  -Nash implementation of the core. In particular, the deterministic first-price path auction we consider is similar to the game
introduced by Young [19] in the context of cost-sharing. For the
random demand path auction introduced in section 5.2, we use
techniques based on Curiel [5] to show the existence of the core.
We also note that Kalai et al. [14] presented a strong Nash implementation of the core of any cooperative game. We could have
used this implementation in place of the  -parameter auction in
Section 5.2; however, the method in [14] is more complex and
communication-intensive, and in our case it would essentially require each bidder to report an entire flow.
There has also been some previous work on non-dominant strategy mechanisms for path auctions. Elkind et al. [8] present and
analyze an optimal Bayes-Nash mechanism. Garg et al. [7] use
the core concept from cooperative game theory to bound the payments of VCG mechanisms for a large class of problems that includes path auctions. Czumaj and Ronen [6] propose a mechanism
which combines dominant and non-dominant strategy mechanisms,
however they show that it has an arbitrary ratio between the payment of different equilibria and say that overall, “finding a natural
and tractable measure of [non-dominant strategy] protocols seems
challenging and important.”

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the path auction game, there is a network  of strategic links,
each with a privately-known true cost. All links have unit capacity.

A customer wants to buy routes from a source  to a sink  in the
network to guarantee that her integral amount of demand  can be
routed. In order to do this, she defines a set of rules, or mechanism,
that elicits bids from each agent and then allocates flow to each
agent in a way that satisfies some natural incentive properties.
One plausible mechanism for this problem is the Vickrey-ClarkGroves (VCG) mechanism [18, 4, 11]. This mechanism is truthful
dominant strategy or strategyproof, i.e. the strategically best bid for
an agent is his true cost, independent of others’ bids. Thus the bids
solicited by the mechanism in an equilibrium are in fact the true
costs of the agents. This enables the mechanism to allocate flow
to the lowest true cost  -flow, a socially desirable goal in many
settings. However, in order to guarantee that this allocation rule
is truthful dominant strategy, the mechanism must pay a (possibly
large) premium to all edges on the selected  -flow. One side effect
of dominant strategies is that all bargaining between the strategic
agents (links, in our case) is eliminated, and the overpayment to
edges on the selected  -flow in the VCG mechanism can be thought
of as a side-effect of this fact.
We analyze approaches to reducing the total payment by using a
weaker solution concept of a pure strategy equilibrium, the strong
 -Nash equilibrium first introduced by Aumann [3] and used by
Young [19].
D EFINITION 1. An  -Nash equilibrium for a game is a set of
strategies, one for each player, such that no player can unilaterally
deviate in a way that improves her payoff by at least  .
A strong  -Nash equilibrium for a game is a set of strategies, one
for each player, such that no group of players can deviate in a way
that improves the payoff of each member by at least  .
In particular, we show that in our models, for any strong  -Nash
equilibrium set of bids, there is another strong  -Nash equilibrium
set of bids with the same allocation and payment scheme in which
each agent bids within  of his true cost unless he is allocated flow
(in expectation), and he never bids below his true cost.
Our mechanism is a simple first-price auction. It elicits bids from
each agent, computes the cheapest  -flow according to the bids, and
then allocates the demand to that  -flow. We further assume that we
have a deterministic tie-breaking rule so that if there is more than
one cheapest  -flow, we take the lexographically first integral one.
We consider two specific path auction games. In the deterministic path auction game, the user first announces  , his total demand. Then the edges announce bids and the user runs a first price
auction to buy the necessary flow. It is easy to imagine that the
assumptions of this model might be unrealistic in practice. Does a
user really know his total demand at the time he begins the auction?
In our second model, the random path auction game, the user announces a probability distribution on  . Then the edges announce
bids. Finally, the user draws  according to this distribution and
buys flow accordingly. In the rest of this paper, we analyze upper
and lower bounds on the payments in strong  -Nash equilibria for
each of these games.
 Notation: For a graph  , let be the vector of edge costs, let
be the vector of edge bids, and let    be the set of edges
in the minimum weight integral  -flow2 in  with respect to edge
weights
(if there is more than one minimum weight  -flow in
 with respect to , let      denote the set of edges in the
unique  -flow that wins the deterministic tie-breaking rule of the
mechanism). We will refer to    as the minimum cost  flow and    as the minimum price  -flow with respect to bid
2

The weight of this flow is equal to the weight of the minimum
weight  -flow, i.e., requiring integrality doesn’t change the value
of the optimal solution.



vector . Finally, for any flow or edge set  , we define 
to be the weight of  with respect to edge weights . We say
 is the cost of flow  and    to be the price of flow 
with respect to bid vector . When the bids, costs, or graph is clear
from the context, we will sometimes drop them from the notation.
As a shorthand, we sometimes write  instead of  , as
well as   for the (cost of the) lowest cost  -flow. Finally, we
denote the number of agents, or edges in  , by  .

3. DETERMINISTIC PATH AUCTION GAME
Recall that in the deterministic path auction game, the user first
announces  , his total demand. Then the edges announce bids and
the user runs a first price auction to buy the necessary flow. We
would like to analyze the payment properties of this mechanism.
First, we prove that this mechanism has a strong  -Nash equilibrium.
T HEOREM 1. Any deterministic  -unit first price auction has a
strong  -Nash equilibrium.
P ROOF. We construct a strong
 -Nash equilibrium as follows.

Set the initial bid vector
, i.e. each edge bids its true cost
initially. Order the edges in the graph in an arbitrary way. For
each edge ! in this order, if ! is part of the current lowest price
 -unit flow    , let ! raise its bid until  "  "   #%$
       '&(!*)*#    (where  '&(!*) denotes the graph
 with edge ! removed).+ Otherwise let ! ’s bid remain unchanged.
Call the final bid
+ vector .
is a strong  -Nash equilibrium for the deterministic
We claim
 -unit first price auction. To show this, suppose the contrary, i.e.,
there is a coalition , of edges in which each edge can improve its
payoff by at least  by changing its bid. Note that for any bid vector
constructed during this process, the auction always selects the same
Therefore, the edges which are not on the winning flow in
+
 -flow.
are bidding their true cost and cannot bid lower. Furthermore,
the edges which are on the winning flow will get smaller payoff if
they decrease their bid. Therefore no edge can benefit from lowering its bid. Thus, the edges in the coalition , can only raise their
bids. Suppose the edges in ,-. */ increase their bids by a total of
0 units and the remaining edges in the coalition increase their bids

). Call the new bid vector .
by a total of 1 units (note 0 #1
In order for all edges in , to increase their payoff,
,324  . Thus

   */
 /  / 65 0 while    
 /   65 0 571 .
But then     8   */ since  /  / 9: */   by
optimality of  / . This contradicts the optimality of   .



 



Given the existence of strong  -Nash equilibria, we can bound
the payments in any such equilibrium. In order to develop some
intuition for the proof, it is useful to first consider sending unit
of flow in a graph consisting of just two parallel edges from the
source  to the sink  of costs ; and < , ; =<>5  . The lower true
cost edge must be allocated the flow in equilibrium since he can bid
just under the true cost of the higher cost edge and be guaranteed a
profit of at least  . Therefore, by the conditions of a strong  -Nash
equilibrium, we can assume that the bid of the higher cost edge is
at most  more than his true cost, and so the overpayment of any
equilibrium will be at most ; 5   < . The crux of this argument was
to bound the bid of the winning path by the bid of an augmenting
path. Since the augmenting path does not receive flow, we could
show that without loss of generality the bid of this path should be
close to its true cost. This proof idea easily extends to  -flows in
general graphs as can be seen below.



T HEOREM 2. The total payment of the deterministic  -unit first
price auction in a strong  -Nash equilibrium is at most
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P ROOF. Fix a strong  -Nash equilibrium vector of bids
define edge sets
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is the subset of edges on an augmenting path that are not in the
original flow     . We show that without loss of generality we
may assume that these edges are  bidding close to their true cost. To
show this, consider a bid vector such that 

  & <  5  )
for 
<
for 



We want
 to argue that  *"  "  #       
   6  *"  6 . Suppose not. Let 
<

  


 # . First
 we show
-%  "  6 be the set

of edges in the new lowest price flow that are also in  . We have
only changed
the bids of the edges in  , so if  is empty then

  6  "   (this assumes some consistency properties of the
 is nonempty, then we can consider a bid
tie-breaking
  rule). If

vector
constructed from in which we only decrease bids of
edges in  :


  
<
 
<


Since by  our assumption the winning flow has changed, we must

5  < for a non-empty subset
have <
of  . Un & < 



5



for 
for 

)

der this
 new  bid vector,  " "  3$  "  for any flow 
since  9
for all edges . By construction,  " "  "  #
 "   "  6# and so, by the consistency of the tie-breaking rule,
  "  
  " "  6 . Thus, under the bid vector the set of edges
 can form a coalition in which each member bids  above its
true
 cost and all members profit by  . This contradicts the fact the
was a strong  -Nash equilibrium.

Now, noting that  *"  *"  #
 "    6#      6# ,
it suffices to bound  "  "  # . Consider the (non-integral) flow
    5 #    >5 , i.e. the flow which sends   >5 units of
flow along the flow paths determined by   5
. Since   "  6
is a lowest price  -flow,
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(3)
9       5 #     "  6# 5   (4)
9   5 #  7
  #5   (5)

where 3 follows from the fact that for any edge < $
and for all
  , < 9
5  ; and 5 follows from the optimality of  6
which, solving for 



with respect to .



 

is the vector of true edge costs.

 

In addition, it is easy to see that this bound is tight. Consider a
graph with   5
parallel edges where the cost of the bottom 
edges is and the cost of the remaining top edge is
. Let all 
lower cost edges bid   for a small 
, so their bid is less than
the bid of the remaining higher cost edge (whose bid is at least ).
The minimum price  -flow with respect to this bid vector will use
the bottom  edges for a total price of    which approaches
  5
#   6## .
Finally, we emphasize two properties of our mechanism. The
first property states that the total payment of our first price mechanism in a strong  -Nash equilibrium is at most    more than the
VCG payment for the same graph in a Nash equilibrium. The second property states that the social welfare of the resulting solution
is an additive approximation to the optimum social welfare. The
proofs of these two theorems and of several of our later results are
deferred to an extended version of this paper, due to space limitation.
T HEOREM 3. Given a graph  with source , and sink , the
VCG payment for  units of flow from , to is at least    5
#     ## .



T HEOREM 4. In a strong  -Nash equilibrium ,   6# 9
 6#5 # (i.e. the strong  -Nash equilibria of the first price
auction are approximately efficient).

4. IMPLEMENTATION IN  -NASH
The simple first-price auction may have costly  -Nash equilibria,
as shown in the example in Figure 2. In Section 3 we used the  strong Nash solution concept to get around this problem. However,
assuming that the bidders will reach an  -strong Nash equilibrium
is perhaps too strong an assumption: it requires extensive coordination between agents. In this section, we present a variant of
the mechanism in which every  -Nash equilibrium results in a low
price.
One idea to achieve this is to pay a bonus to edges that increases as their bid decreases. This encourages edges to submit
low bids. However, this has the side-effect of incentivizing edges
to bid even below their true cost, as long as they remain off the
winning path. This would make the bargaining problem that links
must solve much more complex, as it would include bargains between off-path and on-path links. Alternatively, we could instead
send flow on each edge with some probability that increases as the
bid decreases. Thus an edge will not bid below its true cost, but
it might be incentivized to bid very high. Using a combination of
these two ideas, we can construct a payoff function such that an
edge will bid close to its true cost if it is not on the lowest true cost
flow. If the bonuses and probabilities are small enough, then these
bonus payments will not be very large, and we can prove a bound
on the total payment of the mechanism similar to that in Theorem 2.
We achieve this result by making the mechanism outcome a lottery over paths instead of a single path: Every edge is on a selected
path with at least a small probability, and edges off the shortest
path are given an incentive to bid their true cost. This is known as
virtual implementation in the economics literature (see, eg. Jackson [13]). We assume that there is a value ! such that no edge
bids more than ! . (Alternatively, ! can be the maximum amount
that the buyer is willing to pay.) Further, we assume that the edges
are risk-neutral. The mechanism is given in Figure 3. The mechanism starts by computing a collection of paths &#" $ ) . We discuss
the computation of this collection in Section 4.1. The mechanism
then invites a bid <%$ from each edge ! . The lowest-price path is
almost always picked; however, with a small probability, one of

"$

1. For each edge ! , find
multiple paths in .



2. Invite bids

 <   % #< $  %% #<

3. For each path "



5. Pay each edge





with probability
. Pay each edge !  "

! 


&#" $ ) $

$  

the sum 

!

. Note that an edge

may appear in

from the edges.

, compute

4. Select each path "
the selected path "



, a path from  to  through ! . Let









<$

$


; with probability
its bid < $ .
 


$ $ 



, select the lowest price path. Call



, where

 
! 
 < $ 56<%$
$ 



<

 

 

< $


(This payment is in addition to any payment edge ! may get in step 4.)

Figure 3: Mechanism FP2. The parameters
 ! .

the paths from the collection is picked instead. In addition, each
edge is paid a small bonus that depends on the bids. The selection probability and bonus are chosen to ensure that it is optimal
for every edge, which is not on the lowest-price path to bid its true
cost. For simplicity, we present the mechanism and analysis for a
single unit flow; the results can easily be extended to any constant

units of flow. First we note that  -Nash equilibria exist in this
mechanism; indeed the same construction as in Theorem 1 yields
an  -Nash equilibrium.



L EMMA 1. For any cost vector
equilibrium always exists.

and any 

  , an  -Nash

Given the existence of  -Nash equilibria and total payoff function to each edge (sum of bonus and expected selection payoff),
we can bound the bid of the edges not on the lowest true-cost path
by examining their optimal bid. Note that the bonus increases as
the bid decreases, but the expected selection payment decreases as
the bid decreases. Intuitively, we design the bonus and selection
probabilities
so that the total payoff function is maximized when

<
. Note that if an edge is selected, it incurs its true cost.
In this way, the true cost automatically enters his expected payoff
function—the mechanism does not need to know the cost in order
to achieve the maximum at <
.
By evaluating the expected payoff of an off-path link in mechanism FP2, we can show:



L EMMA 2. Let be an  -Nash equilibrium bid vector in the
mechanism
 FP2. Then, for any edge ! not on the lowest-price path
with bids , <%$ "! %$ #    $ 5$#   &% .





Now, we observe that the values and  can be chosen
 small
enough to make the probabilities & ' ) and bonuses  $ 
arbitrarily small. Thus, the total payment to edges not on the shortest
path is very small. The bound on the payment of mechanism FP2
is more sensitive to the value of  because edges not on the lowestprice path get very small payments in expectation. However, we
can show that, in the limit as )(
, the maximum expected payment in any Nash equilibrium is bounded by the same constant as
before.
Observing that as *(
, #   $(
, we get the following
result:









T HEOREM 5. Choose any
these values of and  ,
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and  are selected to be small positive constants such that
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4.1 Computing the set of covering flows & " $ )
Recall that the mechanism FP2 needs to compute a set of paths
, where "$ is a path from  to  that uses edge ! . If ! is to
be relevant to the path auction, such a path must exist, however,
it is not always straightforward to compute. In particular, if the
network is a general directed graph, it is NP-hard to compute such
a path, since it reduces to the two disjoint paths problem, which is
NP-complete [10].
However, there are many interesting classes of graphs for which
it is possible to compute such a path "$ in polynomial time, including undirected graphs and directed acyclic or planar graphs [10].
We can also modify the mechanism to ask each bidder to exhibit
such a path, thus transferring the computational burden on to the
bidders. Also, these paths may be precomputed and used in many
executions of the mechanism—they do not depend on the costs or
bids.
Another possibility is to use a set of covering paths that do not
all terminate at  —this can be easily computed, even for general
directed graphs. Then, if the path is picked, some arbitrary traffic
is sent along this path. After this ”audit” traffic has been delivered,
the lowest-price path is used for the intended traffic from  to  .
As long as the mechanism can verify that the traffic is correctly
delivered, the edges would still have an incentive to bid as specified.
Similarly, if we could verify the exact path that the traffic used, we
could use non-simple paths to cover the edges; again, a set of nonsimple covering paths can easily be found.

&" $)

5. DISTRIBUTION ON DEMANDS
In the previous sections, we studied first-price auctions to meet
a known demand, we argued that they had stable Nash equilibria,
and showed how to adjust this mechanism so that the equilibria
chosen by the user had relatively small overpayments. In practice,
however, it may not be possible to defer the setting of prices until
the demand is known. In this section, we examine the problem of

achieving stable prices without advance knowledge of the demand.
In particular, we assume that the edges know only of some probability distribution over the possible demands.
Ideally, we would like our results for first-price auctions with
known demand to carry over. For example, we proved in Section 3
that
price auction for  units of demand led to a payment of
  a first
'! *  5
# % . It is thus natural to hope that
 # 7(over
 is also stable, with
the same mechanism operating
 % . This turnsrandom
out to be false—in fact, we
expected payment
!
show in Section 5.1 that the simple first-price auction mechanism
described previously has no  -Nash equilibria. Intuitively, this is
because edges must tradeoff the probability of receiving flow with
the profit of receiving flow. With a high bid, the profit is large, but
the probability of winning the auction is low. If the other bids are
also high, an edge will prefer to lower its bid to win with a higher
probability. This will lead other edges to lower their bids so as
to restore their high winning probability. Now, however, the first
edge will increase its bid so as to increase its profit at the expense
of its winning probability, and so a cycle emerges in the bidding
strategies. So we need to turn to more complex mechanisms.
We exhibit a mechanism involving two-parameter bids that, unlike the single-parameter first-price mechanism, does have  -Nash
equilibria. Intuitively, a two-parameter mechanism gets around the
problem of a single-parameter mechanism by letting the edges express their preferences over the entire price-probability space. The
mechanism allows an edge to bid a “price” that depends on its
winning probability; this prevents the bidding cycles that occur
with single-parameter bids. Furthermore, using an indifferencebreaking technique similar
 to that of Section 4, we are able to restrict the set of equilibria toones with bounded user payments. The
!
% we hoped to achieve, but does bear
bound is not quite the
a clear resemblance to it.

5.1 No equilibrium with 1-parameter bidding
In this section, we analyze the scenario in which the demand
is random with a known distribution, and the bidders (links) have
to commit to a price before the demand is revealed, and there is
deterministic tie-breaking. Subsequently, the demand is revealed
to be  , and the  lowest-priced paths are picked. We show that
there is in general no  -Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for this
game.
Consider a graph with four parallel links   > and  between the source and the sink, with true costs  0 #1 and respectively. The demand is either ,  or  ; for simplicity, let the
probability of each demand
value be  . Assign the costs such that

0
5

5    15  
.



T HEOREM 6. There is no pure-strategy  -Nash equilibrium for
this game.
The proof repeatedly uses the  -Nash conditions to show that, at
any bid vector, one of the following must hold: (1) There is an
agent who would gain by raising its bid, or, (2) There is an agent
who would gain by undercutting another agent to win with a higher
probability. The full proof will appear in an extended version of
this paper.

5.2 Equilibrium with 2-parameter bidding
In section 5.1, we saw that when the demand is a random variable with a known distribution, a simple first-price auction may not
have an  -Nash equilibrium. In this section, we present a different
auction model, in which agents’ bids are pairs of values, and show
that it has a nonempty set of  -Nash equilibria.
To prove that the bidding game induced by this auction has a
strong  -Nash equilibrium, we construct a cooperative game model

of the auction. We show that the cooperative game has a nonempty
core. We then connect the cooperative game to the actual bidding
game, and show that the path auction has an  -Nash equilibrium
corresponding to any core element.
The model is as follows: The demand can take any integral value
in the range !  % , where is a positive integer. Further, there is a
known prior distribution on the demand
values; say that the demand



*
 %   . We assume for simis  with probability
,
for

for all  ; our results easily extend to a situation
plicity that   
for some values of   &  %  ) . The
in which 
 agents’
bids are pairs of numbers: each agent bids a pair ; 
   ,
where  is interpreted as ’s reported cost, and   is interpreted as
’s demanded profit.
The mechanism receives the bids, and announces flows    
%%   for each possible demand value. We call the collection   
&(     %  #  ) a candidate solution or simply a flow. We also
identify a flow  with the set
 of links in the union       ,
and say that  if   for some  .
calculates the probability that
For each  , the mechanism

! #"#$&%  . Later, the actual
is in the winning flow, 

demand transpires; suppose that
demand turns out to be  . The
 totheroute

the flow, and pays each link
mechanism
uses
the
links
in
)!*
    a sum of  *5(+,' * . Consider any link selected in some flow.
(i.e., if bid its true cost), her expected profit would be
If 
  . Given the
input bid pairs, the mechanism selects a set of flows
     %% #  that minimizes the total expected payments. This
can be expressed in terms of solving an integer program.
As before, we use - .. or .. for short, to denote the total
expected cost of a solution 
   %% # when the individual
/
link costs are , and W .% to denote the price of the flow  when
'
the bids are
0 ;  . We denote the mechanism output (i.e., the min-price
flow) by  ;  .

 


5.2.1 The cooperative game 1
In this section, we define a cooperative game based on any specific instance of our  -parameter mechanism, and prove that it has
a non-empty core. This cooperative game is introduced only for
strategic analysis of the mechanism. It is not explicitly played by
the agents, but helps to shed light on the agents’ strategies in the
two-parameter auction.
D EFINITION 2. Given a set of players " , a cooperative game
 is
defined by a characteristic function 243  (6587 0 , with 2:9
.
For any , 2 " , 2 , is called the value of the set , .



Given a directed graph  with distinguished source and sink, and
a true cost for each link   , we define the cooperative game
1 as follows:

&   ; #) , where
The set of players in the game 1 is "
each
is the player corresponding to link , and is a special
player corresponding to the customer. Let  be the customer’s budget, and assume that  is large enough to be irrelevant;  <>=
cost of
minimum-cost ? 5
-flow is sufficient. For each set ,'2
"  ,   9 , define the value 2 , of , in 1 as follows: 
If , does not contain a -unit flow from  to  , 2 ,
. If ,
contains the customer as well as all edges on a  -unit flow from
the source to the sink, 2 , is defined to be the optimal value of the
linear program given below:

Define @  A to be the indicator of in , , i.e., @  A
if  ,
and @  A
if 7, . Also, for any node in the network, we use
the notation In 
to denote the set of incoming edges, and Out 



 













to denote the set of outgoing edges. Then,
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is in the core of



1

has a nonempty core.

P ROOF. Consider any division of 2 " among the players. We
show that there is at least one such division
 that satisfies all the
, the core constraint
core constraints. For any set , with 2 ,
is trivially satisfied. Now, consider a set set , with 2 ,
.

2

,
The linear program defining
can
be
summarized
in
the
form
32 4 & 0  ) subject to 0   0 9 < A  and 0 $ , where 0 is a
vector of all the variables, and are matrices independent of , ,
A
and < is a - vector representing the capacity constraints for set
, . Then, the dual of the linear program (6) is the following linear
program:










  

  < A  1 
2 ,  
Subject to:
 1 5  $ 
1 $ 
Now, consider the dual program that defines 
2 "

 



(7)

, i.e., the
0 0 value
of the set containing the customer and all the links. Let  1   de  % 0
note an optimal solution to this problem. Now, define 
< 1
A
for all . Recall that < is a - vector, with  s in precisely
those

A  A < % . Then,
equations that involve some  , ; thus, <



, and

  <  1 0  2 " 
0 0

Next, observe that for any set , 2 " , the solution  1 
is also
feasible in the dual of the program (7) defining 2 , . Thus, we
have
Thus, the vector 

  < A  1%0 $ 2 , 

#A


is in the core of the game 1 .

5.2.2 Existence of an  -Nash equilibrium

We now show that given any point  in the core of this game,
we can perturb it slightly to get a vector of bid pairs ;  that is an  Nash equilibrium of the bidding game. We use the game 1 to draw
conclusions about the bidding game induced by the mechanism.
T HEOREM 7. Let  be any vector in the core of 1 that mini, the bid profile defined
mizes the value of  0 . Then, for any 
by
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for each link is an  -Nash equilibrium.
P ROOF. (Sketch) Suppose ; is not an  -Nash equilibrium. Then,
there is some such that can change her bid to increase her payoff
by  . Let   
be ’s successful strategy,
let ; denote
the

 and ;   ; and
 for all 
bid profile given by ;
. Let


0
    ; ; it must be the case that   .
In the appendix, we show that there is a near-optimal flow 
such that 
does not use (Lemmas 5,7). More specifically,

W/ .
9 W/ . 5    As   , we have W/ " .
$ W/ . 5  .
W/ .
. However,   , and so W/ " .
Thus, we get W/ 0 " .
W/ " .
, which contradicts the assump
 ; .
tion that 
We are working on strengthening Theorem 7 to show that this bid
profile is indeed a strong  -Nash equilibrium. This seems plausible
given the results of Young [19]; however, the strategy space in our
 -parameter game is richer than the strategy space in Young [19].





In general, the core of a cooperative game might be the empty
set. However, we can prove that this is not the case for the game 1 :
L EMMA 3. The game
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(6)
This linear program is interpreted  as follows: For any link , and
0
any
 demand value  , the variable indicates the flow along in
 . Intutitively, the value of a set , is related to the net surplus that
is created when only the agents in set , are involved in the flow. If
, does not contain the customer and a -unit flow, 2 , is defined
to be . Thus, only sets that contain at least one candidate solution
are assigned a positive value.

We also note that if ,
" , then the linear program has an
integral optimal solution, corresponding to an integral min-cost  flow for each  . In other words, there is a solution in which 0
is
either or for all and  . It is also clear that 2 , 9 2 " for
all , 2 " .
Thus, the function 2 , defines a finite, nonnegative value for
each coalition set , , and hence it is the characteristic function of a
valid cooperative game 1 .
Our analysis is centered on the concept of the core of a cooperative game. Loosely speaking, the core of a cooperative game
consists of all ways to divide up the overall value 2 " among the
agents such that no group , has reason to be unhappy – i.e., ,
attains a combined utility of at least 2 , . Formally, the core is
defined as follows:
D EFINITION 3. A vector 
  0     %
the game 1 iff it satifies all of the following:

0 $  , we have  $ 











5.3 Randomized 2-parameter Auction
The mechanism presented in Section 5.2 has an  -Nash equilibrium corresponding to every core allocation, but we cannot guarantee that there are no other  -Nash equilibria. As a result, it was
not possible to bound the total payoff to the edges. In this section, we consider a slightly modified mechanism in which we add
a small random payment, as in Section 4. We prove that, with this
modification, it is possible to bound the total payment.
The Randomized 2-parameter Auction
as follows.
 is constructed
 #  . The mechanism
As earlier, the edges’ bids are pairs ; 
has two components:
1. The 2-parameter mechanism. This mechanism is conducted
exactly as described in Section 5.2 with parameters ,  , and
! set as before.
2. The randomized audit. For edges on a random sourcedestination path, the payoff is based entirely on the  component of the bid, and is constructed as in Section 4. The
parameters   , and ! are as defined in Section 4. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the randomized component
results in a payoff function of the following form: If an edge

has true cost

and bids



 # 

' *

, its expected payoff from

 ! , 
% . The exact form
this component is 
 Lemma 2, and has
of the payoff was derived in the proof of
the same shape; the
 key aspect for us is that this function is
maximized at 
.

We also need to ensure that, for all edges not in the winning
solution,   is (or close to zero). We assume that the mechanism
simply rejects bid profiles that do not meet this condition. Alternatively, we could impose a small tax on the   component of the bid.
We can now prove a useful lemma, which shows that all edges are
nearly truthful about their costs in equilibrium:



( #  be an  -Nash equilibrium of the RanL EMMA 4. Let ; 
domized 2-parameter Auction. Then, for all ,
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Using the fact that the costs are nearly truthful, we can show that
their utility values are nearly in the core, and hence, derive the following bound on the total payment.

,* #  be any  -Nash equilibrium of the
T HEOREM 8. Let ; 
Randomized 2-parameter Auction. Let  be a lowest-cost flow, and
-flow. Then, the total price paid
let    be a lowest-cost ? 5
by the customer in the randomized 2-parameter auction is at most
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The result of Theorem 8 stands in an interesting relation to that
of Theorem 2. We do not achieve the intuitively appealing bound of
the expectation of the
 bounds
 on the deterministic auction in Section 3, i.e.,  !  %
   ;          # (proving this
stronger bound is an interesting problem for future work). Instead

we achieve    ,           # . In other words,
the external multiplier is replaced by (a larger quantity), while in
the first term the quantity     is replaced by      ,
which can also be larger because the cost of units of flow is a
convex function of . Our Theorem 8 is therefore weaker in two
important respects than Theorem 2, but it does have a similar overall structure.
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CONCLUSION

The results in Section 3 show that for a fixed  -unit path auction,
the upper bound on total payments in strong  -equilibria is almost
the same as the lower bound on the VCG mechanism payments;
further, the bounds are the same in the limit as  tends to . It is
apparent from the simple example in Section 1 and results in [2, 8]
that the VCG mechanism will often require payments considerably
higher than this lower bound (and hence, considerably higher than
the strong  -equilibria of the first-price auction).
In Section 5.1 and 5.2 we considered a model in which the demand is a variable with a known distribution, and we need to select
paths ex ante. We showed that a simple first-price auction may not
even have an  -Nash equilibrium. However, we proved that a variant of the auction with  -parameter bids induces a surplus-sharing
game with a nonempty core, and that every core element can be
perturbed slightly to get an  -Nash equilibrium. We also proved
a bound on the total payment to links in a core allocation, which
suggests that in this domain too it may be possible to prove that the
VCG mechanism has higher expected payments.
This leads us to a comparison between first-price and VCG path
auctions similar to the comparison between the cost-sharing mechanisms considered by Young [19]. First-price auctions entail potentially lower payments, and have greater collusion resistance than



VCG mechanisms. However, they suffer from one major drawback,
in that the solution concept (strong  -Nash equilibrium) requires
agents to know all costs, and coordinate on the choice of equilibrium. This is much more demanding than the dominant-strategy
mechanisms and can lead to inefficiency in practice. Thus, the auction models analyzed here are not completely satisfying, as there is
no mechanism prescribed for the agents bids’ to reach equilibrium.
This is true even for the weaker concept of  -Nash equilibrium.
However, the results in this paper shed new light on the functions of overpayment in VCG mechanisms. We can identify three
distinct functions of overpayment:
1. Cheaper paths have a competitive advantage and can thus
command a surplus.
2. The surplus paid to links eliminates the need for negotiation
between links, leading to a simple mechanism without delays
or expensive reasoning.
3. The surplus eliminates the externalities of one agent’s strategy on other agents, leading to a mechanism that is fair in
the sense that uninformed agents can do as well as informed
agents.
The first source of overpayment is common to the first-price auction
and the VCG mechanism. However, our results show that for path
auctions, the VCG mechanism often winds up paying a premium
for functions 2 and 3. (In contrast, for single-item auctions, the
first-price auction always pays as much in the worst case as the
VCG mechanism.)
This premium can be viewed as the “cost of implementation”
of the dominant-strategy mechanism, particularly in situations in
which this form of fairness is not compelling. We believe that a
promising direction for future research is to find bargaining mechanisms to enable the bidders to converge to an equilibrium. When
the edges all know each others’ costs, an  -party bargaining protocol, such as the one in [15], could be used; when there is uncertainty, the situation is more complex. Such a mechanism may be
subsidized; for example, the links may be given an additional payment that decays with time, to incentivize them to quickly reach an
agreement. As long as the subsidy is smaller than the VCG premium, it may be a better alternative.
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a quadratic function of < $ . Observe that
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 . Thus, by the condition of
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8.2 Proof of Lemma 1


P ROOF. Construct a bid vector as in Theorem 1. By this con$ for any edge ! that is not on the loweststruction we have <%$
price path. Then, following the analysis of  <%$ expected payoff
in Lemma 2, < $ maximizes ! ’s payoff. (Note that ! can only get
onto the lowest-price path by bidding below its cost, which would
result in a loss.)
It remains to show that every edge on the lowest-price path
would not significantly benefit by changing it’s bid. Note that if
increased its bid by more than   , it would no longer be on the
lowest-price path. Further, because of the shape of the bonus payoff
function, ’s expected gains  < $ from the bonus and probability
of off-path selection would also drop. Thus, cannot possibly gain
more than  by raising its bid.
Finally, consider the possibility that lowers its bid by 0 . Then,
would still be on the lowest-price path. It would lose at least
  0 in profits from being on the lowest-price path, and gain
at most ! 0 in $  < $ ; thus, it could not gain overall.



8.3 Proof of Theorem 5


P ROOF. Let be an  -Nash equilibrium bid vector, for sufficiently small  . The total probability that the mechanism picks a
path other than the lowest-price path is bounded by  . Any such
path can have at most  edges on it, each with price at most ! .
Thus, the expected payment for using one of these paths is at most
 ! .

Similarly,
we can bound the bonus  $
paid to any edge ! :

#$ >9  ! ! 5 ! % . This is always less than   ! .
Finally, using Lemma 2, we know that any edge not on the lowestprice path bids at most %$5 #    . Combining this with a similar
argument to Theorem 2, we can bound the total payment to edges
on the lowest-price path by





. # 9  *




 5 
#



  

In the limit as )(
, the last term is negligible. Adding up all
three sources of payment, we get the required result.

8.4.1 Positive payoffs in the core

P ROOF. With the bid vector < , ! ’s expected payoff is


 $



8.4 Proofs for the 2-parameter mechanism

8.1 Proof of Lemma 2


player ! . Further, for
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L EMMA 5. Let  be a lowest-cost solution, and     be a
lowest-cost ? 5
-flow. For any vector  in the core of 1 , we
have  0
  !     &    ;   .. % .

$5



 . This is true for
is the optimal bid for

P ROOF. Let  be a minimum-cost flow. Then,  2 "
 
.. , and hence, by the core condition,   
  .% .
Consider a lowest-cost integral ?5
-flow     . Then,    con  "   ;   "   .
sists of ? 5
disjoint paths from  to  ; call them
For each   &    * 5
) , define  
    "  , i.e.,




  to a
the
th
path.
Extend
, the -flow obtained by dropping

collection of flows 
   
      , where   

consists of the lowest-priced paths in   . Then, as 
can





meet the demand, we have: 2.
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has cost at most  that of  
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Further, as  is in the core, we have  0
)( . Now, adding over all  , we get:
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Noting that 
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Then, the lowest-price flow output by the mechanism with input ; 
has a total price of    0 . Further, any minimum-cost flow  is an
optimal (minimum-price) flow, and includes all links with 
.

 

P ROOF. First, let  be an optimal integral solution to the linear program defining 2 " . Then, an
 examination of the objective
function of LP 6 shows that .%
  2 "
    0
Now,
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We now show that this is also a lower bound on the cost. Suppose
there was some flow  such that W/ .
   0 . It follows that
'


.    0   " . Now, consider
the linear program

  & ) . The flow 
determining the value of the coalition ,
is a feasible solution for this set, and hence



2 , >$
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But this contradicts the assumption that is in the core of  . Hence

every flow (including  ) has price at least    0 . Thus, W/ ..
'


  0 and  includes all such that   .

8.4.2 Optimal flow without using player
L EMMA 7. Let  be a vector in the core of  1 that minimizes the
value of  0 , and define the bid vector ;  by ; 
 
.

Then,0 if 0
, for any there is a flow 
such that W / .
'
W /   ;  # , i.e., 
is an optimal solution.

'

 

























2 ,  #A 
  W .     5 @
A


/
/
0
0
    5 @  W ' . 
 
 W .%
'


/
0
But, using Lemma 6,  
 because  is a
 W ..
minimum-price flow with bids ;  , and so this is a contradiction.
Thus,  must be in the core; but this contradicts the assumption
that  is an element of the core that minimized  0 .

P ROOF. We argue that player can always do better by bidding
his true cost; the bounds follow from the  -Nash equilibrium condition and the expected-payoff graph of the randomized path audit.
Let  be the probability of being included
 in the lowest price
solution in the  -Nash equilibrium ;  . If 
, then ’s entire expected payoff is due to her expectation of winning in the randomized path audit, and the bounds on  follow directly. The same
argument holds if 
but receives a negative expected payoff
from the 2-parameter auction (because her bid  was too low).
Now, suppose 
, and, further, receives a positive payoff
from the  -parameter
auction
in the

   -Nash equilibrium. Consider
   with 
 5  +!   % . ( received a
the strategy ;
non-negative profit under ;  , so it follows that  is non-negative.)
Let  be the solution chosen in the 2-parameter part of the mechanism when the bids are ;  . Note that if were to deviate from
;  to ; , the price of  would not change: the change in the utility
component would exactly cancel the change in the cost component.
Also, for any other flow  that did not use , the price of  would
not change with ’s deviation; thus, using the consistency of the
tie-breaking rule,  would not be chosen above  . Thus, we conclude that remains in the winning solution (which need not be  )
under the bids ; .
Next, observe that ’s expected payoff from the  -parameter auction (with bid ; ) is  , because bids her cost truthfully and is
in the winning solution. This is exactly the same as ’s payoff
 +!   %5   from the  -parameter auction in the  -Nash equilibrium ;  .
To prove the bounds on  , we compare ’s payoff from the randomized part of the mechanism with bids ;  and ; . The bounds
follow directly from the form of the randomized audit payoffs.



.% %

L EMMA 6. Given a network and a cost vector , and some element  in the core of 1 , define the bid profile ;  by

;





8.4.3 Proof of Lemma 4

.% , we get:
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 each element of     exactly
Note that the left hand side includes
times. Similarly, the flows   in the right hand side cover    
exactly times. Thus,
? 5



 ;6 . Assume there is an such that the
P ROOF. Let 
statement is not true. Let 
be the lowest-price
flow that does

/
not include , and assume that W / .
W
 ' by  0   0  @(  ' .. 5 5@ for@ ,
some @ 
. Define
a
vector
     . We now claim that  is in the core. If not,
and  

there would be some set , such that 2 ,
  #A  . We must
have  , , or else 2 , would be . Similarly, , must contain
a  -flow, or else it’s value would
 be .  It follows that =, , or
$ 2 , . Let  be the
else we would have   A  

 #A
lowest-cost flow in , . Then, 2 ,
  W(. and so we get
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